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KOOLTOWN MODULARS

Description

Superbly comfortable and with a laid back attitude, our Kooltown modular and Chaise Longue range
are stylish and modern with more than a nod to mid century. This model will suit any space, whether
relaxed or more formal, country or urban.

 

The Kooltown Modular range includes:

 

Kooltown Mod 2 Seater Sofa WYY00444X 

W: 140cm D: 110cm H: 82cm

Fabric Required: 9.5m (0-7cm repeat), 11m (8-48cm repeat), 12m (49-91cm repeat), 13m (92+cm repeat)

Price From: £2,370

 

Kooltown Mod 3 Seater Sofa WYY00443X 

W: 170cm D: 110cm H: 82cm

Fabric Required: 12.5m (0-7cm repeat), 14.5m (8-48cm repeat), 16m (49-91cm repeat), 17m (92+cm
repeat)

Price From: £2,535

 

Kooltown Mod 4 Seater Sofa WYY00442X 

W: 200cm D: 110cm H: 82cm

Fabric Required: 13m (0-7cm repeat), 15m (8-48cm repeat), 16.5m (49-91cm repeat), 18m (92+cm repeat)

Price From: £2,690

 

Kooltown Chaise Longue WYY00440X 

W: 85cm D: 163cm H: 82cm

Fabric Required: 10m (0-7cm repeat), 11.5m (8-48cm repeat), 12.5m (49-91cm repeat), 13.5m (92+cm
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repeat)

Price From: £2,215

 

*Leg option of Conical or Globe

*Kooltown seat height 48cm

*Kooltown arm height 62cm

* For modular sections and chaise, left arm, right arm or no arm must be specified

*Total price dependant on customer’s choice of fabric. If selecting own fabric, a barrier cloth may be
required at an additional price in order to meet current FR legislation. Alternatively, customers can opt
to have their fabric FR treated.

 

All Concept furniture is available in our range of stocked velvets or linens. Choose from luxurious, plain
velvet available in 18 jewel-like colourways or three beautiful and pure 100% linen qualities in a total of
9 sophisticated shades from whites, naturals and greys to true William Yeoward blues. You can also
choose to have your Concept piece upholstered in a material of your own choice (COM). Our new
velvets and linens are all held in stock and have been FR treated to meet with current legislation.

Additional Information

Lead Time 6 - 8 weeks upon receipt of fabric

Made In England Yes

Height 82cm

Seat Height 19"
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